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The day after Paul was seized and placed into the barracks,
he was released to appear before the chief priests and the
entire council.
It is interesting to note that the first thing Paul states is that
he has lived his life with a “good conscience.” But what
does this mean, though?
A conscience is a person’s voice that either accuses or
excuses what a person thinks, says, or does. However, it is
important to keep in mind that a person’s conscience is
shaped and formed by something. In other words, think of
the conscience as a judge or referee. The conscience does
not make up the rules, but like a judge or referee, it
enforces the rules.
And so, every person in the world has a conscience that
either accuses or excuses. Furthermore, every person in the
world has the Law written (i.e., painted and marked) on
their hearts, which does inform their conscience. This is
why if someone murders another person, there will be
universal disgust. Again the Law is written on all the
hearts of mankind. However, as a side note, many will
either try to scrub the Law off their heart or paint over the
Law. This is why rebellious pagans are so offended by the
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Law of God. They spend much of their lives painting over
the Law on their hearts and getting other people to agree
with them. And so, when the Law is spoken, they get ‘very’
upset, offended, and triggered because the one speaking the
Law has just revealed to the pagan’s conscience the very
thing that the pagan is trying to hide from their conscience.
This is why the rebellious pagan is not content with other
people having a contrary view on particular subjects. They
must silence everyone around them, for they do not want
anyone to awaken the Law on their heart – the Law that they
have spent countless hours trying to conceal.
So, back to the Apostle Paul; his conscience is good.
Elsewhere he talks about having a ‘clean’ conscience. That is
to say; Paul was able to sleep with both eyes shut at night.
He did not have a burden on his conscience. His past sins
did not haunt him, define him, or constrain him. He was free
in his conscience – he was especially free in his conscience
regarding all the false accusations that were thrown at him by
the Jews in Acts 21 & 22. Paul, did not need to justify
anything to the chief priests and the entire council – his
conscience was at peace. He was calm.
Perhaps we can learn a little something from verse 23:2.
Notice how Paul does not speak to the chief priests and the
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entire council in a way to justify his innocence? No, he
simply stated, “I have lived my life with a clear
conscience.” In other words, oftentimes, we get defensive
when we are attacked. We get emotional, angry, and let
the mouth fly! But why would we need to get emotional,
angry, and verbally upset when our conscience is clear?
Sometimes it is just better not to engage. Sometimes when
we engage in attacks upon our character, we can fuel our
enemies. Sometimes our engagement with others can give
the impression that we are guilty. But to look at our enemy
and say, “My conscience is clean. I’m good,” and then –
perhaps – walk away? Wow, we can learn a lot from this
sentiment.
Ah, but there is a catch. Notice the reaction of Ananias (not
the same one of the Gospels). Ananias instructed several to
strike Paul in the mouth. And Paul? After he was struck in
the mouth did not hesitate to bite back. In other words, it
is perfectly right and justifiable if Christians criticize “and
rebuke” the sins of the government. Yet, the Christian is
also still required to do all things without violating the 4th
Commandment. Keep in mind that we must always honor
those in authority – their vocations. Yet, at the same time,
it is perfectly right to criticize the sins of those in authority.
In fact, it is our duty to call sin – sin. We do not break the
fourth Commandment when we call those in authority to
repentance. Thus, regarding Paul, he was completely
justified in calling out the sin of Ananias; however, the way
in which he called it out was not the most beneficial for
Paul had an insulting manner to his rebuke.
After a calm defense and a dispute with Ananias, Paul
shifted gears. He most obviously was aware that this
pathetic examination of himself was neither fair nor just.
And so, he adopted another method. Knowing that part of
the council consisted of Sadduccees and the other part of
Pharisees, he decided to stir the pot within the entire
council.
And so, Paul confessed his hope of the
resurrection. This was not a deception but the reality of
being a Christian. It was the reality of being a follower of
Jesus. However, the issue of the resurrection was a sticky
point for the Pharisees and the Sadduccees.
The
Sadduccees denied the resurrection, and the Pharisees did
not. And so, through Paul’s confession, he stirred the
entire council, causing them to fight amongst themselves.
Ha! The entire council could not stump Paul, and now
through Paul, they were fighting within their own group.
They were tied up in knots fighting with each other. Keep
in mind that the Roman commander was the one who
wanted to discern the truth about Paul – and here, the
commander gets to witness the entire council blow up with
discord. This is one way in which the Lord protects his
church – he creates in-fighting in the world.

